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Abstract:  The Army record maintenance is sensitive and crucial task in Military Sectors. The Soldiers records 

are stored in a huge data set; it can be stored, maintained and traced every day.  The objective of this project 

is to store soldiers reports safely. In Existing, Cryptographic-based encryption is to encrypt data into 

unreadable code; it is more likely to attract the attacker's attention. Once these ciphertext is intercepted, the 

attacker will try to decrypt these ciphertext to obtain some useful information, so as to carry out some illegal 

activities. Some Military information not only have high requirements for privacy protection, but also want to 

be able to express their preference in the decision-making of privacy protection, so they may want to define 

what information is sensitive to them and what is not. The proposed model can classify the data into sensitive 

data and non-sensitive data according to the user's preferences with SVM (Support Vector Machine) based 

machine learning classification. Since non-sensitive data pose no threat to user privacy, it can be transmitted 

directly on ordinary channels without being processed. While, sensitive data need to be processed before it can 

be transmitted. In terms of sensitive data processing, here proposes a method of combining data encryption 

with information hiding. Sensitive data are encrypted using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption 

algorithm before it can be transmitted, making it to unreadable code. Then, a novel information hiding method 

proposed, named the Modified LSB (MLSB) information hiding method is used to provide a second guarantee 

for the security of sensitive data. In other words, the sensitive information is hidden in the multimedia carrier, 

so that the adversary cannot notice the existence of sensitive information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We are hiding the secret messages using steganography within every day. The receiver can understand the 

information is hidden on the image then the receiver use particular steganography method to recover the hidden 

text to stego text. The goal of steganography is allow the sender and receiver to communicate each other but 

the Third party cannot identify the hidden text. Hidden information can seem as encrypted data. It was 

decrypted by the receiver using the decrypt key. The key was generated by AES advanced encryption standard 

algorithm. Steganography can replace different bits with unused bits in the computer files. When the encrypted 

file is deciphered then also we cannot see the hidden information because the encrypted file is still hide 

information using steganography. The image using top three most significant bits for hiding the data.it gives 

better security for hiding the information. The admin can maintain the entire database. In this project we are 

hiding the information in admin page and in database also. The only possibility is the user want to send request 

to the admin then the admin verify the request and give approval. The admin gives approval means two keys 

are automatically generate to there requester mail one key is unhide key and other key is decrypt key. The mail 

will send using SMTP simple mail transfer protocol. On the requester page first we want to view the image 

then we want to use the unhide key to unhide the hidden information on the image. On the final stage we want 

to use the decrypt key to decrypted and view the information that is hidden on the image using steganography. 

Before transmitting the information to the server, they are classified into sensitive data and non-sensitive data 

according to the preference of users. For the classification purpose here utilize machine learning based SVM 

(Support Vector Machine) algorithm. At first, users label the dataset according to their own preference, and 
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then the classifier trains the classification model. In order to reduce the complexity of the classifier and give 

consideration to the universality of the classifier, this paper decides to adopt SVM as the classify model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Processing steps for Steganography. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

RDH could be utilized in various fields like military, healthcare image processing, and Forensics.In existing, 
information is embedded by increasing. the contrasts between two neighbouring pixels. Data Encryption 

Standard (DES) encryption algorithm used for converting sensitive data into unreadable code. Top Three Most 

Significant Bit plain (TTMSB) information hiding method is used to provide a second guarantee for the security 

of sensitive data. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To implement secret data encryption with data hiding  approach. Sensitive data are automatically classified with 
the help of SVM classification. Then sensitive data are encrypted using AES Encryption Technique. Hide the 

encrypted sensitive information in cover image using Modified LSB Technique. The receiver can extract secret 

information and decrypt the marked image to get a image that is similar to the original image. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 1.2 Architecture of the Data Hiding. 
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V. ADVANTAGES: 

To eliminate human intervention and to enhance the effectiveness of the distributed computing system. Enhance 
security with image encryption algorithm. Reduce the data loss during data hiding and retrieval process. Make 

ease of key generation and key sharing process. 

VI. DISADVANTAGES 

Attacker can predict the secret data during transmission. Low embedding capacity during data hiding. Does not 
provide image encryption process, so image can be easily accessible by unauthorized users. DES provide less 

security comparable with advanced encryption techniques. 

VII. Module List 

 Framework Creation 

 Data Categorization 

 Encrypt Sensitive Data 

 Sensitive Data Hiding 

 Data Extraction 

 

Framework Creation  

Army data sharing is the process share soldier information to the requester. Here create an application for 

secure soldier information sharing using data hiding and encryption approach. Before accessing application user 

should enroll in this application. User enrolment is the process of registering with application to make 

communications. Authenticated users are only allowed to access application. Otherwise the system shows 

invalid access message. 

Data Categorization 

Before transmitting  army information to the server, they are classified into sensitive data and non-sensitive 

data according to the preference of users. For the classification purpose here utilize machine learning based 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm. At first, users label the dataset according to their own preference, 

and then the classifier trains the classification model. The non-sensitive data can be transmitted directly on the 

ordinary channel without being processed. While, the sensitive data is firstly encrypted, and then the ciphertext 

that present with garbled code state is hidden into the cover image.  

Encrypt Sensitive Data 

Data encryption is the process of converting the plain text information into unreadable form. Here sensitive 

information could be encrypted using AES algorithm. Because the army system focuses on lightweight, in order 

to reduce the complexity of data encryption operation and take the security of encryption into consideration, the 

scheme decides to use AES data encryption algorithm. This will enhance the security of shared secret image. 

Sensitive Data Hiding  

Data hiding is the process of hiding secret message into cover file. The encrypted sensitive soldier 

information was hidden within the image to create stego image. Generate key for securely sharing the 

information to receiver. In the process of embedding, the cover image is divided into non-overlapping pixel 

blocks of 3x3 pixel blocks. Block levels are based cardinality of the cover image. If secret bit is 1 and LSB of 

stego pixel is 0 or vice-versa, then 1 is added or subtracted to the stego pixel.  

Data Extraction 

Data extraction is the process of extracting the original data. Receiver gets the sensitive information with 

cover image. Specific key is generated and shared to the receiver during the process of data sharing. After 

receiving the stego image, the receiver extracts the ciphertext from the stego image with the extraction key. 

Then decrypts the ciphertext with the decryption key to obtain the plaintext data. 

Conclusion 

This paper proposes a reversible data hiding technique for sensitive information hiding using SVM classification 
technique. The data hiding capacity and speed is increased by combining Modified LSB with AES Encryption. 

Encryption helps to enhance the security in communication domain. 
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